HOUGANG Town Map

LEGEND
- Contracts with Standard Flats
- Existing Eating House/Shops/Kiosk/Offices
- Existing Shops/Minimart/Kiosk
- Common Green
- Under Construction
- MRT Line & Station

Notes:
- All proposed developments are subject to change and planning approval.
- Proposed Core & Community Institution includes examples like Community Centre/Club, Home for the Aged, Association, etc., subject to change and planning approval.
- Proposed Place of Worship includes examples like Church, Mosque, Chinese Temple, Hindu Temple, etc., subject to change and planning approval.
- Proposed Health & Medical Care (eg. Nursing Home), subject to change and planning approval.

This information contained herein is subject to change at any time without notice and corner form part of an offer or contract. The proposed facilities and their locations as shown are only estimates. The proposed facilities may include other ancillary uses allowed under UDO prevailing Development Control guidelines. For example, places of worship may also include administration or ancillary uses, while community centres may also include other uses.

The implementation of the facilities is subject to review by the Government or component authorities. While reasonable care has been taken in providing this information, HDB shall not be responsible in any way for any damage or loss suffered by any person whether directly or indirectly as a result of reliance on the said information or as a result of any error or omission therein.
Executive Maisonne"e
HG N5 C20
Block 522, #12-19**

4 - Room
HG N5 C21
Block 600, #04-107**

4 - Room
HG N5 C11
Block 674, #02-605**

4 - Room
HG N5 C3A
Block 606, #03-169**

Executive Apartment
HG N5 C5A
Block 560, #12-406**

5 - Room
HG N5 C7
Block 651, #02-113**

4 - Room
HG N5 C4A
Block 613, #02-442**

Executive Maisonne"e
HG N5 C9
Block 628, #04-112**